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ABSTRACT: Controlled anion mixing in halide perovskites has
been shown to be an effective route to precisely tune
optoelectronic properties in order to achieve efficient photovoltaic,
light emission, and radiation detection devices. However, an
atomistic understanding behind the precise mechanism impacting
the performances of mixed halide perovskite devices, particularly as
a radiation detector, is still missing. Combining high-level
computational methods and multiple experiments, here we
systematically investigate the effect of chlorine (Cl) incorporation
on the optical and electronic properties, structural stability, ion
migration, and the γ-ray radiation detection ability of
MAPbBr3−xClx. We observe that precise halide mixing suppresses
bromide ion migration and consequently reduces the dark current by close to a factor of two, which significantly increases the
resistance of the mixed anion devices. Furthermore, reduced carrier effective masses and mostly unchanged exciton binding energies
indicate enhanced charge carrier transport for these perovskite alloys. At the atomistic level, modifications to ion migration and
charge carrier transport properties improve electronic properties and predominantly contribute to the better response and resolution
in high-energy γ-ray detection with MAPbBr3−xClx as compared to MAPbBr3. This study provides a systematic approach to enhance
the high-energy radiation detection ability of MAPbBr3−xClx-based devices by understanding the atomistic properties underpinning
performance.

■ INTRODUCTION

Halide hybrid and inorganic perovskites have emerged as some
of the most promising candidates for next-generation photo-
voltaic materials in the past decade.1−7 In addition to solar
cells, these materials demonstrate potential in various
applications, ranging from light-emitting diodes and photo-
detectors to high-energy radiation sensors.8−10 The realization
of several beneficial properties like long and balanced diffusion
lengths for electrons and holes, high absorption coefficients
spanning the entire visible range, robust defect tolerance, and
highly tunable optical band gaps makes halide perovskites very
attractive materials for a wide range of applications.11−13

Particularly, the presence of heavy elements in these dense
materials, along with outstanding charge transport properties,
indicates their potential use as detectors for high-energy
radiations.8,14−17 Preliminary studies have reported γ-ray
detection with a reasonable resolution using bromide-based
hybrid perovskites.18

Compositional engineering of halides has widely been
adopted to improve the stability and enhance the performance
of halide perovskite devices.19−27 Several groups have explored
halide mixing in detail for multivarious purposes such as color
management, better crystallization, and tuning the band gaps

for tandem solar cells.11,28−31 Due to the numerous beneficial
effects, most of the highly efficient perovskite solar cells are of
mixed halide compositions. In this regard, chlorine (Cl)
incorporation was reported to dramatically improve diffusion
lengths of carriers in MAPbI3.

11,28−30 However, the presence of
Cl in bulk MAPbI3 and its exact impact on the optoelectronic
properties has been highly debated in recent years.31−34 Most
of the reports have indicated that Cl can form a solid solution
with Br and stay in the bulk of MAPbBr3.

35−37 The relatively
small difference in ionic radii and electronegativity between Br
and Cl allows these anions to form solid solutions of mixed
anion halide perovskites. Due to the large band gap (>2 eV),
bromide-based perovskites are not suitable for single-junction
solar cells. However, they have been extensively used for LEDs
and photodetector devices.8,9,38,39 Cl incorporation in
MAPbBr3 precisely tunes the emission color for LEDs and
response spectrum for photodetectors. Furthermore,
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MAPbBr3−xClx thin films exhibit significantly prolonged
recombination lifetime with finely tuned Cl concentrations.
For high-energy radiation detection, MAPbBr3 is one of the
first hybrid perovskite materials to show promising results with
significant response to charged particles.40,41 Afterward, hybrid
and nonhybrid lead halide perovskites showed promising
results for low-cost γ-ray detectors, including MAPbI3

42 and
CsPbBr3.

15 It was shown later that MAPbBr3 responds not
only to charged particles but also to neutrons and γ-rays.
However, the response to γ-rays was found to be weak for this
material.43 Nevertheless, recent experiments have demonstra-
ted the positive influence of Cl incorporation in MAPbBr3,
such as increased resistivity and reduced device noise of these
materials. A small Cl concentration (≈2% molar ratio) has
been found to dramatically enhance the resolution for γ-ray
detection under a small electric field.18 Despite all of these
fascinating reports, a systematic and in-depth atomistic
understanding on the effects of anion mixing for γ-ray
detection of MAPbBr3−xClx is largely absent.
In the present work, we combine experimental and

computational efforts to thoroughly investigate the optoelec-
tronic properties of MAPbBr3−xClx, particularly focusing on
the small Cl concentration range (x ≤ 0.45). We demonstrate
that within this concentration regime, Cl is incorporated into
the bulk of the material. Our atomistic level investigations find
that anion mixing partially suppresses the Br migration and
enhances the charge carrier transport in these materials. These
modifications significantly benefit the γ-ray detection response
at room temperature. This study offers a guideline for
improving radiation detection properties of hybrid bromide
perovskites with in-depth atomistic understanding of composi-
tional tuning.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we evaluate numerically the thermodynamic stability of
mixed anion MAPbBr3−xClx lattices with respect to the
corresponding monoanionic perovskites. As shown in Figure
1a, the calculated Helmholtz free energy (see Methods and
section S1 in the Supporting Information for details) of mixing
for all the studied Cl concentrations is negative, indicating a
stabilized solid solution of Br and Cl in these lattices. With
increasing temperature, the solid solutions become more stable
due to a significant entropic contribution to the free energy of
mixing. Thus, our computational study indicates incorporation
of Cl into the bulk of MAPbBr3, forming mixed Br/Cl lattices.
These results are in agreement with recent experimental and
computational studies where solid solution formation has been
reported for Br/Cl mixing at room temperature.44−49 Two
competing factors, strengths of ionic P−X bonds (X = Cl, Br)
and strain energy due to the size mismatch between halides,
dominantly affect the internal energies of MAPbBr3−xClx
crystals.49,50 Compared to Br, Cl atoms form stronger ionic
bonds with Pb2+ due to their higher electronegativity. As
reported for similar perovskites, these stronger ionic bonds
yield sufficient Coulomb energy to overcome the strain energy
that arises from the size mismatch between the halide
atoms.49,50 Thus, at a lower concentration limit (up to 25
mol %), the solid solution of anions shows increased stability
compared to the phase-separated constituents of MAPbBr3 and
MAPbCl3. The entropy of mixing, which arises due to anion
mixing, stabilizes the mixed anion lattices further, exhibiting
prominent thermodynamic stability of MAPbBr3−xClx at room

temperature. Similar entropy of mixing-induced stability has
also been reported for mixed A cation perovskites.21,51

To provide evidence of controlled anion mixing in the
experimental single crystals, we further explore the structural
and optical changes in MAPbBr3−xClx (Figure 1b−d). As
shown in Figure 1b, the experimentally measured unit cell
volumes (measured via powder X-ray diffraction on finely
ground single crystals) reduce with increased Cl concentration,
unambiguously showing successful anion mixing in these
samples. The results shown in Figure S1 and Table S1 exhibit a
quasi-linear trend in the experimentally determined cubic
lattice parameter values with increased Cl concentration,
decreasing from a = 5.92 Å to a = 5.85 Å for MAPbBr3 and
MAPbBr2.4Cl0.6, respectively. The experimental lattice volume
was then calculated based on the Pm3̅m cubic structure, as
explained in the Experimental Procedure later. Similar lattice
contraction in MAPbBr3−xClx with increased Cl concentration
has also been reported previously.8,45,52−55 It is worth
mentioning that a quasi-linear trend of lattice contraction for
Br/Cl mixed lattices is in agreement with the MAPbI3−xBrx
systems, as reported earlier by Noh et al.52

Computationally optimized ground state structures of
orthorhombic MAPbBr3−xClx (see Methods) corroborate the
trend of reduced lattice parameters and volume with Cl
inclusion, as shown in Figure 1b (black solid line). Although
the extent of the reduction differs, the overall trend in the
decreasing unit cell volume is in agreement between
calculations and experimental observations. The difference in
the extent of volume reduction can originate due to the fact
that the experimental data corresponds to thermally expanded
quasi-cubic structures, where the MA cation rotations are
activated, while in the computational study, supercells are of
the low-temperature orthorhombic phase with static A cations.
Detailed discussion is included in section S2 in the Supporting
Information. The smaller ionic radii for Cl with respect to Br
(rCl (1.67 Å) < rBr (1.84 Å)) and consequently shorter bond
length of Pb−Cl than Pb−Br bonds (see Figure S2) are the
apparent cause for this change in lattice volume. Thus, unlike

Figure 1. Effect of Cl incorporation in MAPbBr3−xClx. (a)
Computational Helmholtz free energy as a function of Cl mol %
and temperature. (b) Relative change in unit cell volume as a function
of Cl concentration from computational calculations and experimental
powder XRD. (c) Experimental UV−vis absorption spectra and (d)
emission spectra.
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the MAPbI3−xClx systems,11,28−30,32−34 our combined compu-
tational and experimental studies unambiguously demonstrate
that at lower concentrations (up to 20 mol %), Cl prefers to be
incorporated into the MAPbBr3 lattice via substitution of Br
atoms instead of inhomogeneous accumulation on the surfaces
and interfaces.
We further characterize the optical properties of

MAPbBr3−xClx (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.6). To experimentally study
changes in the band gap as a function of Cl incorporation, we
examine the UV−vis absorption (Figure 1c) and photo-
luminescence (Figure 1d) properties. Because of the 2 mm-
thick crystals, UV−vis spectra were extracted from trans-
mission measurements and converted to Tauc plots to estimate
the optical band gaps. Other than the calculated band gaps, we
also determine differences among the chlorine concentrated
crystals in the above band gap regime of the absorption. For
the 0, 2, and 5% Cl-incorporated crystals, the band edge is
clear, and the above band gap regime is smooth. However, with
the 10, 15, and 20% Cl-incorporated crystals, we notice that
the band edge is not as sharp with double features and the
above band gap regime is noisy. We contribute this to the
quality of the crystals grown, as we found that when doping
with >10% Cl, the crystal quality heavily decreases, showing
cloudiness and microcracks leading to the noisy signals in the
absorption data.
There is a prominent linear trend as the band gap of the

single crystals increases as a function of Cl concentration
(Figure S3a). The photoluminescence (Figure 1d) also shows
the same trend, where we observe a gradual blue shift in the
band gap of the single crystals as the Cl concentration is
increased (see Figure S3b). In parallel, we computationally
evaluated the band gap variation in these mixed halide
perovskites including spin−orbit coupling (SOC) effects for
the heavy element Pb and the hybrid (HSE06) functional (see
Methods). As presented in Figure S4, the calculated band gaps

blue shift with the increased Cl concentration, in agreement
with the experimental results. Note that computationally
evaluated band gap values are underestimated by ≈0.4 eV
due to insufficient inclusion of the exact Hartree−Fock
exchange term in the HSE06 functional. This systematic
underestimation of the band gap using the HSE06 functional is
well known and has been previously reported for other halide
perovskites.13,21,27,56 Moreover, the computed absorption
spectra (Figure S5) and corresponding calculated band gaps
(Figure S3) calculated by the semilocal exchange−correlation
functional, that is, GGA-PBE functional, show better agree-
ment with experimental data due to an incidental error
cancellation of the SOC and electron−electron interaction
terms.57

Next, we investigate the ion migration in these materials and
its impact on current−voltage properties of the devices.58−60

Ion transport-induced phenomena underpin current−voltage
hysteresis, switchable photovoltaics, and polarization effects
and limit the application of hybrid perovskites in the field of
solar cells and radiation detection.61−64 Recently, composi-
tional engineering with A cations in iodide perovskites has
been demonstrated as a promising approach to partially
suppress the ion migration.65 Here, we investigate computa-
tionally and experimentally the effect of varying anion
composition on the ion migration in MAPbBr3−xClx.
We computationally calculate activation energy barriers for

the vacancy-assisted halide ion hopping in these mixed anion
perovskites with the dispersion-corrected DFT-based climbing
image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) approach (see
Methods).66 Note that we focus only on the halide diffusion,
as previous studies report much higher activation barriers for
Pb2+ and MA+ ions due to the significant rearrangements in the
local structure.65,67,68 Since we have considered the low-
symmetry orthorhombic phase of MAPbBr3−xClx, two
inequivalent migration paths for Br/Cl have been modeled:

Figure 2. Ion migration in mixed halide perovskites. (a) Minimal energy path for Br ion migration in MAPbBr3−xClx with different Cl
concentrations. (b) Dark current measurements for MAPbBr3−xClx for small concentrations. (c) IV hysteresis loop for pure Cr/MAPbBr3/Cr
compared to the (d) negligible current hysteresis behavior shown for the Cr/MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15/Cr device.
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(1) Br/Cl migration from the equatorial to apical site and (2)
Br migration from the equatorial to equatorial site. In our
calculations (see Methods), the initial and final configurations
of the migration path were well converged in order to avoid
severe underestimation of barrier energies. In MAPbBr3, we
find the activation energies of 0.24 and 0.33 eV for Br
migrating from the equatorial to equatorial and equatorial to
apical site, respectively (see Figure 2a and Figures S6 and S7).
Similar migration barriers and a relative trend for Br diffusion
have been reported by Meloni et al. in tetragonal MAPbBr3.

68

These results suggest that Br diffusion in real crystals occurs
both along apical and equatorial directions without having any
preferential direction. Consequently, the migration path with
the higher activation energy, that is, equatorial to apical
hopping, can be considered as the rate-limiting step for overall
ion diffusion in this material (Figure S6). Therefore, in
MAPbBr3−xClx, we calculate the activation energies of Br and
Cl diffusion only along this high-energy migration path. These
simulations demonstrate two key results: (1) the activation
energy for Cl (0.22−0.23 eV) is smaller than that for Br
(0.47−0.59 eV) ions (Figure S9 and Table S2) and (2) the
migration barrier for Br markedly increases with the inclusion
of Cl ions from 0.33 eV for MAPbBr3 to 0.59 eV for
MAPbBr2.75Cl0.25. Overall, the migration barrier for Br steadily
raises with the Cl concentration in MAPbBr3−xClx, as shown in
Figure 2a, Figure S6, and Table S2. This indicates limited
interdiffusion of halogens, as also reported for Cs-based
perovskites.47 Such change in ion dynamics can be rationalized
by the fact that with the addition of smaller Cl ions, effective
lattice constant reduces. It follows the trend that the larger the
anion size, the larger the anion migration barrier, as found by
comparing iodide- and bromide-based perovskites.68 Not
surprisingly, due to its smaller ionic radii with respect to Br,
the Cl diffusion barrier is lower in energy. Even though this
indicates more pronounced Cl migration in the lattice, such
enhanced ionic motion does not affect overall optoelectronic
properties due to relatively low concentrations of Cl and
reduced participation of Cl orbitals in near-band-gap
transitions as analyzed later.
To further investigate an increased Br migration barrier

leading to partial suppression of Br diffusion in MAPbBr3−xClx,
we analyze the local structural distortions adjacent to the
migration path of Br. As a characteristic measure of such
distortions, we calculate the displacement of the neighboring
Pb atom during Br migration. Larger displacements of Pb in
MAPbBr3−xClx than in MAPbBr3 demonstrate stronger
geometric distortion in mixed anion lattices (see Figure S8).
As discussed earlier, Cl inclusion spatially contracts the lattice,
narrowing the curved migration path for Br in these materials,
as shown in Figure S7.65 This structural change and
consequent steric constraints distort the local structure along
the migration path of Br, increasing its activation energy. An
increase in activation energy for Br with Cl concentration in
the lattice further supports the link between volume
contraction and partially suppressed Br migration. Note that
similar limited halide interdiffusion in MAPbI3−xBrx and
CsPbI3−xBrx in the presence of Br anions in small
concentration has been studied extensively.47,69−71 For
example, using a combination of experimental techniques,
such as impedance spectroscopy and muon spin relaxation,
Rodriguez et al. demonstrated largely suppressed iodide
migration in MAPbI2.5Br0.5 due to the compact crystal
structure of these mixed halide perovskites.70

To experimentally validate the partial suppression of Br ion
migration in MAPbBr3−xClx, we measured the dark current at
different Cl concentrations to indirectly probe ionic motion.
The dark current for MAPbBr3, MAPbBr2.94Cl0.06, and
MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15 is shown in Figure 2b. The device
architecture used for these measurements consisted of a
simple metal/semiconductor/metal sandwich architecture,
namely, Cr/perovskite/Cr. Cr contacts were used, as it has
been shown that Cr contacts create an Ohmic contact between
−20 and +20 V with MAPbBr3.

72 This allowed for direct
comparisons between device dark current and resistivity based
on the results shown in Figure 2b. From 0 to +30 V, the
devices were fit with linear curves to calculate the low-bias-
regime device resistivities. Five devices for each composition
were measured to obtain an average resistivity (see Figure
S10). In this bias range, the resistivities of each of the five Cr/
perovskite/Cr compositions were calculated (average of three
detectors at each composition) as follows: ρMAPbBr3 = 0.295 ±
0.152 GΩ·cm, ρMAPbBr2.94Cl0.06 = 0.745 ± 0.352 GΩ·cm, and

ρMAPbBr2.85Cl0.15 = 1.522 ± 0.156 GΩ·cm. It is clear that
incorporating small amounts of Cl into the MAPbBr3 single
crystals reduces the dark current and causes an increase in
resistivity, which is required to produce a high signal-to-noise
ratio in applications requiring high bias, such as spectral
resolution of γ-rays. We observe that the MAPbBr3 device has a
turn-on voltage of around +40 V with large hysteretic behavior,
as shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2c was measured with a separate
MAPbBr3 device to show the large variation that exists among
different MAPbBr3 devices. Meanwhile, there is less variation
in the Cl-doped crystals, which alludes to more controlled,
consistent, and high-quality growth for small amounts of Cl
doping. Also, the characteristics for Cl-doped samples stay
linear with no signs of severe hysteresis when measured at the
same scan speed. This indicates that ion migration is partially
suppressed in the Cl-doped MAPbBr3 single crystals, as
current−voltage hysteresis in hybrid perovskite materials has
been directly linked to ion migration.61 To further demonstrate
the partial suppression of ion migration, the MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15-
based device was scanned in a loop IV curve, as shown in
Figure 2d. This device has minimal hysteresis from −200 to
+200 V and also shows symmetric negative and positive IV
behavior, where we observe a consistent absolute value of
current around 540 nA at a bias of ±200 V. The inset of Figure
2d shows a zoomed-in portion of the IV curve to compare the
MAPbBr3 to the MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15 device. Note that in Figure
2b, we used the forward scans to compare device resistivity
among the 0, 2, and 5% Cl-incorporated single crystals. In
Figure 2c,d, we aimed to probe the hysteretic behavior of the
devices to further understand the properties of the 0, 2, and 5%
single-crystalline devices. It is clearly seen that there is a
minimal hysteresis in the Cl-doped device as compared to the
pure MAPbBr3 device. This alludes to the fact that the halide
mixing in MAPbBr3−xClx single crystals partially suppresses ion
migration, leading toward a more stable response with
negligible hysteresis at large electric fields required for γ-ray
spectroscopy.
To further understand the effect of Cl incorporation on the

electronic structure, we analyzed the partial density of states
for MAPbBr3−xClx with HSE06 + SOC-based DFT simu-
lations. As shown in Figure 3a,b and Figures S11 and S12, the
valence band predominantly forms from 4p Br and 6s Pb,
whereas 6p Pb mainly contributes to the conduction band
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edge. We find a very small contribution from the Cl orbitals to
both the valence band (VB) andconduction band (CB) edges
of these mixed halide perovskites (Figure S11). Thus, as also
shown in Figure 3a,b, the delocalized charge density of the VB
over the entire Pb−Br framework in MAPbBr3 becomes
partially localized in MAPbBr3−xClx due to the negligible
participation of Cl atoms. The localization of the VB charge
density upon Cl incorporation can be clearly seen from the
plotted band decomposed charge density in Figure 3b. On the
contrary, as the CB wave function is dominantly localized over
the Pb atoms (Figure S12), it remains mostly unchanged with
anion mixing in these materials.
Predicted significant influence of Cl mixing on the charge

density of the frontier bands further directs us to investigate
the charge carrier transport in MAPbBr3−xClx by calculating
the effective masses (m*). Under a constant relaxation time (τ)
approximation, carrier mobilities inversely vary with these
effective masses according to the relation μ = eτ/m*, where e is
the elementary charge. For MAPbBr3, we evaluate small
electron and hole effective masses to be 0.17 and 0.20 (in units
of electron mass), respectively, which agree well with previous
experimental and computational reports.73,74 Moreover, as
shown in Figure 3c, the carrier effective masses reduce
moderately with increased Cl concentration in MAPbBr3−xClx,
indicating enhanced carrier mobilities in these crystals.
Previous experiments have also reported enhanced carrier
transport behavior with Br/Cl mixing in halide perovskites.18

The almost equal effective masses for electrons and holes in
these materials also indicate a more balanced charge carrier

transport character which is highly desired for efficient γ-ray
detector semiconductors.
Recent studies have also identified that the presence of

excitons significantly influences the photophysical properties of
bromide- and chloride-based perovskites.73,75,76 Higher exciton
binding energies significantly hinder the free-charge-carrier
generation, ultimately reducing the carrier transport of a
photovoltaic material.77 Furthermore, experimental reports
indicate increased exciton binding energies for bromide- and
chloride-based hybrid perovskites compared to that for the
iodide one.73,78,79 Therefore, the effect of Cl inclusion on the
excitonic behavior is important to understand the optoelec-
tronics of MAPbBr3−xClx. We computationally evaluate the
exciton binding energies (details of calculation are included in
the Methods section) for these mixed halide perovskites, as
shown in Figure 3d. As discussed in previous studies, we
considered the excitons as the Mott−Wannier type for which
the effective Bohr diameter is much larger than the host lattice
constant.12,80 Within this model, we calculate the exciton
binding energy as 67 meV for MAPbBr3, agreeing very well
with previous optical absorption- and magneto-absorption-
based experimental reports.81,82 Further exploring mixed halide
perovskites, the binding energies are found to be very similar
for all MAPbBr3−xClx, depicting negligible effects of Cl mixing
toward the excitonic nature of these lattices. Simultaneous
lowering of reduced effective masses and a high-frequency
dielectric constant (see Figure S12) make the exciton binding
energy mostly insensitive to the anion mixing in these
perovskites. Thus, our study indicates that Cl inclusion does

Figure 3. Effect of anion mixing in the electronic properties of MAPbBr3−xClx with HSE06 + SOC-based DFT simulations. Band decomposed
charge density for VBM in (a) MAPbBr3 and (b) MAPbBr2.25Cl0.75. Color scale for red is defined as 0 and blue as 0.00025 eÅ−3. The change in (c)
effective masses and (d) exciton binding energies with Cl incorporation.
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not affect the excitonic nature of the charge carrier transport in
these halide perovskites.
Finally, we demonstrate the importance of Cl incorporation

in the MAPbBr3 perovskite single crystals in regard to high-
energy γ-ray radiation detection (Figure 4a−c). We fabricated

devices with a structure of Cr/MAPbBr3−xClx/Cr to test for γ-
ray responses. Ten different devices were tested using pure
MAPbBr3 as the radiation-absorbing semiconductor single
crystal. When exposed to a 241Am source, all of the devices
showed no appreciable pulses above the baseline on the
oscilloscope. This may be due to the lower resistivity of
MAPbBr3, where the noise-to-signal ratio is too low to resolve
γ-rays. However, with MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15-based devices, we
observed many clear pulses. Figure 4b,c shows two of the
analyzed pulses obtained from MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15. Note that we
use MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15 for γ-ray detection as this composition
results in the lowest dark current. Here, we observe that
increasing the electric field through the device results in a
larger pulse/signal amplitude and faster rise time (represented
as 10−90% of the rise in the pulse) as expected. At room
temperature, after counting for 5 min, the spectrum for the
241Am source was collected, as shown in Figure 4a, with a
spectral resolution of 35%. Although the resolution of the
photopeak is low, it is in agreement with previous reports
exploring other hybrid perovskite compositions.83,84

For a halide perovskite-based γ-ray detector, the presence of
high dark current, particularly under a high electric field,
strongly introduces electronic noise, which adversely affects the
resolution of the semiconductor detector. We find that the ion
migration-mediated dark current can be strongly suppressed by
controlled anion mixing in MAPbBr3−xClx, consequently
reducing electronic noise in the device and resulting in a
prominent γ-ray spectrum for 241Am. Enhanced and more
balanced charge carrier transport is another influential factor
for these detectors, as it ensures efficient charge collection in
the devices. An overall increase of the carrier mobilities in
MAPbBr3−xClx, which is indicated by decreasing effective
masses as a function of Cl concentration, depicts improved
carrier transport in these materials. Improvement in the signal-
to-noise ratio, an increase in device resistivity, and enhanced
and balanced charge transport due to anion mixing are a few of

the major influences on the strong γ-ray radiation response in
these MAPbBr3−xClx perovskite single crystals. With three Cr/
MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15/Cr working devices, we tested the response
to 241Am photons on a regular basis once a week to get a
general idea of the device stability. In these experiments, no
degradation was readily visible as the strong response and
signal-to-noise ratio were observable every measurement for
8−12 weeks. Each time the devices were stored in the dark
(inside a laboratory drawer). After this time period, devices
stopped responding to γ-ray photons, possibly due to material
degradation. We plan to conduct follow up studies to more
deeply understand the device stability and what types of
degradation cause instabilities over time.
In conclusion, anion mixing in single-crystal growth of the

MAPbBr3−xClx hybrid perovskite is an efficient and simple
synthetic route of tuning optoelectronic properties of these
materials. In this work, our combined experimental and
computational techniques bring detailed information on how
anion mixing affects physical processes related to high-energy
radiation detection across multiple length scales. Incorporation
of Cl is homogeneous in the bulk of MAPbBr3−xClx. In
particular, we demonstrate that this processes efficiently
suppress Br ion migration. Reduced effective carrier masses
and almost unaffected exciton binding energies further
underpin enhanced optoelectronic properties for these Cl
mixed perovskites. These improved properties result in a
prominent increase in γ-ray detection ability for MAPbBr3−xClx
compared to pristine MAPbBr3. Therefore, this study provides
a deep atomistic understanding of the effects of anion mixing
in hybrid perovskites and suggests material design strategies to
enhance high-energy radiation detection using these materials.

■ METHODS
Computational Details. Geometry relaxation and electronic

structure calculations were performed within density functional theory
(DFT)-based simulations as implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP).85,86 The projected augmented wave
(PAW) method, van der Waals correction as described by Grimme et
al., and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof functional (PBE) for the exchange and correlation
interactions have been considered.87−89 To compute the impact of Cl
inclusion with experimental concentrations of as low as 2% to the
crystal structure, a large 2 × 2 × 1 supercell (16 formula unit) of the
parent MAPbBr3 was considered. A unit cell (four formula units) of
orthorhombic MAPbBr3, which is stable at low temperature, has been
considered as the parent system for all the electronic structure
simulations. Note that, as orthorhombic MAPbBr3 shows dynamical
stability, we considered this phase for all our simulations.90 Structure
optimization is considered to be converged when the maximum
residual force on each atom becomes smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. Self-
consistent calculations for electronic structure calculations are
performed including spin−orbit coupling corrections and considering
screened hybrid functionals of Heyd−Scuseria−Ernzerhof (HSE06)
unless otherwise stated. The Brillouin zones are sampled with 4 × 4 ×
4 and 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst−Pack k-point meshes for geometry
optimization and HSE06-SOC-based self-consistent calculations,
respectively. Details of Helmholtz free energy calculations are
described in the Supporting Information (section S1). The carrier
effective masses were calculated using least squares fit for parabolic
band dispersion.91 The high-frequency dielectric constants were
evaluated within independent particle approximation. Activation
energies for ion transport processes were evaluated from the total
energy difference between the diffusing anions (i.e., Br or Cl) in their
ground-state configuration and at the saddle point of the hopping
process. For these simulations, we considered a very large 2 × 2 × 2
supercell (32 formula units) to ensure that the ion migration path

Figure 4. (a) Energy-resolved spectrum of 59.6 keV rays from a
241Am source using a Cr/MAPbBr2.85Cl0.15/Cr device structure. (b, c)
ADC (analog-to-digital converter) traces of pulses obtained from a
single-photon counting with the device from 241Am. Both pulses
recorded at room temperature with bias values of +50 and + 100 V,
respectively.
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does not get influenced by the spurious periodic defect images. Here,
ion diffusion has been modeled by single hopping of ions to the
nearest ion vacancy site inside the supercell. Climbing image nudged
elastic band (CI-NEB) methodology as implemented by Henkelman
has been used to determine the minimum energy path (MEP) for the
ion transport.66 Ten images were considered along the MEP to model
the migration path accurately enough.
We further evaluate the exciton binding energy (Eb) that measures

strength of the Coulombic attraction in the photogenerated electron−
hole pair. For three-dimensional halide perovskites, the excitons are
mostly identified as the Wannier−Mott type where electron−hole
binding is weak and electron and hole densities are spatially
delocalized.80 From the effective mass theory,92 the effective Bohr
diameter of such an exciton can be estimated as

a e2 /( )0
2 2ε μ= ℏ ∞ (1)

where μ is the reduced carrier mass and ε∞ is the effective dielectric
constant at infinite frequency. An empirical formula using the effective
masses and dielectric constants further defines the binding energy of
electron−hole pair in an exciton as follows

E a2 /( )b
2

0
2μ= ℏ (2)

Details of the Wannier−Mott type exciton in halide perovskites has
been extensively discussed by Manser et al.80

Experimental Procedure. Growth of MAPbBr3−xClx Single
Crystals. MAPbBr3−xClx single crystals were grown using the inverse
temperature crystallization technique. All materials used for single-
crystal growth were purchased and used as received including N,N-
dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%), PbBr2 (Alfa
Aesar, Puratronic, 99.998%, metal basis), MABr (GreatCell Solar,
>99%), and MACl (EMD Millipore, >99.0%). Solutions were
prepared using a 1:1 molar ratio of Pb precursor to organic
precursors. To obtain a specific percentage of Cl inclusion in
solution, the organic precursors (MABr and MACl) were calculated
and measured for 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mol % Cl in the prepared
single-crystal growth solutions. Here, the organic precursor was used
for Cl inclusion in solution due to higher solubility in the
MAPbBr3−xClx solution. Each solution was stirred for 2 h at room
temperature until completely dissolved. The solutions were then
filtered using 0.45 μm PTFE (poly(tetrafluoroethylene)) filters and
separated into scintillation vials with 2 mL each. The vials were then
placed in an oil bath on a hot plate and heated to ≈80 °C for final
crystallization.
Structural and Optical Characterization. All experimental

measurements were completed on single crystals as grown. No
post-growth treatments were utilized. Single crystals were ground into
fine powders, and powder XRD was used to characterize the lattice
parameter of each Cl dopant concentration. The powder XRD
measurements were completed using a Rigaku Ultima III. JADE
software was used for Rietveld refinements for lattice parameters using
the Pm3̅m .cif file for CH3NH3PbBr3 received from the crystallog-
raphy open database (COD ID 1545320). Optical measurements
included UV−vis absorption and photoluminescence. UV−vis
absorption spectra were taken for each of the five different
compositions of MAPbBr3−xClx listed above using transmission
mode and then converted to Tauc plots to determine the band gap
for each single-crystal composition. Three separate crystals from each
composition were tested for statistical analysis of the compositional
band gaps. For photoluminescence (PL) measurements, the same
three crystals were tested for each composition. Three different spots
on each of the three crystals per composition were measured for
statistical analysis of PL to understand the uniformity of the surfaces
of each single-crystalline composition. Radiation measurements were
performed in an aluminum light-sealed box to reduce the effect of
noise from light interactions with the crystals. Here, we used a
Keithley 6847 HV power supply, an Ortec 142PC preamplifier with
an Ortec 4002P preamp power supply, a low-noise preamplifier filter
SR560 (Stanford Research Systems), and a Tektronix PPO 4104

digital phosphor oscilloscope. For spectra collection, we used an

Ortec Dspec-Pro MCA paired with Maestro v7.01 from Ortec.
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